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 VOLUME XLVI - NUMBER 6                  March 2008 
 

March Meeting Details 
 
Date: Thursday,  March 6, 2008  
 
Place: San Rafael Embassy Suites, San Rafael (directions) 
           Joint Meeting with Redwood Empire Section 
Schedule: 
 
 5:30 pm Registration & social hour  
 6:30 pm Dinner with announcements and  
  introductions 
 7:30 pm Break  
 7:45 pm Main program / presentation  
 8:45 pm Marble draw / raffle  
 9:00 pm Adjourn 
 
Cost: 
 

 Before noon  
Mon., 3/6 

After noon 
Mon., 3/6 

ASHRAE 
 members $40 $47 

Non-members $47 $50 

Students Free with registration 

Voucher holder Free with registration 

 
 
Please make your reservation at 
http://www.ggashrae.org/meetings/2007-2008/mar.htm  
NOTE: If you make a reservation and cannot 
attend, you need to cancel in advance, or you will 
billed. Kristin DeMartini will be taking reservations. 
If you need to CANCEL, please send a message to 
Kristin at cancellation@ggashrae.org.  
 
 
 

 
What is Carbon Neutrality and Why 

does Everyone Keep Talking About It? 
 

   
 

Pat Bailey of Green Building Studio 
 
Pat is a licensed mechanical engineer and one of the founders in 
1998 of Green Building Studio, Inc. He and his firm specialize 
in software development and analysis relating to green building 
design, with an emphasis on energy and water efficiency as 
well as as solar energy utilization. Mr. Bailey is past president 
of the Redwood Empire Section of ASHRAE, was a founding 
member of Minnesotans for an Energy Efficient Economy 
(ME3) and served for two years as a Peace Corps science 
teacher in Botswana, 
 
Presentation Summary: 
In recent months and years, building design goals related to 
sustainability consisted primarily of energy efficiency. Owners 
and design teams now include LEED, renewable energy and 
more recently the concept of minimizing or zeroing out a 
building's carbon footprint as part of their design program. 
Carbon neutrality is defined many ways by different entities 
ranging from the carbon footprint of the materials that make up 
a building, to an individual's carbon footprint as defined by a 
number of online calculators. The focus of this talk will be on 
how to determine a carbon footprint and defining carbon 
neutrality in the context of building operation and energy 
consumption.  
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The talk will include information on current government and NGO goals, initiatives and mandates, and how to determine 
the carbon footprint for a specific building and whether or not a given building design is even capable of achieving carbon 
neutrality. The emphasis will be placed on the current scope of work for mechanical engineers as well as the speaker's view 
of what the expanded scope for mechanical engineers will and must be in the future if these goals are to be attained. The 
talk will include a summary of work done by ASHRAE, Architecture 2030, the EPA and other governmental organizations 
as well as efforts in the private sector 

 
 
President's Message: From Innovators to Laggards 
Robert Marcial, GG Chapter President 
 
You may already know about the Rogers adoption-innovation curve. In case you don’t, this curve, developed in the 1950’s 
represents an average distribution of people as adopters of innovation. It proposes that certain individuals are more open to 
adopting new ideas and are quicker to act than others.  
 
Innovators comprise about 2.5% of the population and tend to be brave venturesome people, pulling the change. Innovators 
can typically cope with a high level of risk. They typically understand and apply complex technical knowledge. The early 
adopters comprise about 13.5% and are often respected people in their field who are quick to try new ideas in a careful and 
calculated way. Though not necessarily mainstream, they are not in the professional nor societal fringes, either. The people 
in the early majority category, about 34% of the population, are thoughtful and careful people, but accept change more 
quickly than average people do. They are less likely to hold leadership positions. The late majority, also about 34% of the 
population, tend to be skeptics who take on new ideas and methods only after the majority is using it and peer pressure is 
often necessary for them to adopt change. Then there is the final 16%—the laggards who love to stick to the old ways and 
are often critical about new ideas. They will only accept an idea/technology if it has become mainstream or even tradition 
and they rarely hold leadership positions. 
 
So, then the next and obvious question is, “Where do you fall on this curve?” It might depend on the circumstance, so let’s 
narrow it down a bit. Where do you fall on this curve when it comes to pushing yourself, coworkers, and your company to 
implementing new design concepts or installation methods that will drastically reduce the energy or construction costs your 
buildings? As professionals responsible for buildings that are responsible for a large amount of carbon emissions, I would 
hope that as a “West-coast” chapter, we’re all in the first three categories.  
 
Recently, I heard and read about a couple of CEOs who, about a year ago, took a big step in confessing that they as leaders 
needed to steer their companies to deal with climate change. I don’t think that either one of them could be called an 
innovator. I think climate change scientists and researchers deserve that honor. But they certainly are early adopters. I’ve 
provided links to their stories below, so I won’t give away too much of their story. However, I will say that they are 
respected members of their professional communities and are in the process of transforming business as usual.  
 

Global Climate Change: Understanding the Challenge, Working Toward Solutions 
Slides (5.5 mb) at http://www.lopc.org/av/assoc37.pdf 
MP3 audio file (20 mb) at http://www.lopc.org/avmsdownload.asp?id=159  
 
Big Foot: In Measuring Carbon Emissions, It’s Easy to Confuse Morality and Science 
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2008/02/25/080225fa_fact_specter  
 

The second link above begins to address the topic that this month’s speaker will address—carbon counting and carbon 
neutrality. It’s a very interesting read and I highly recommend taking a look at it. More so, I recommend that you join us 
this Thursday, March 6 for our March dinner meeting in San Rafael to hear Pat Bailey of Green Building studio discuss the 
topic of carbon neutrality as it applies to buildings.  
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I can’t imagine that an hour will be enough time for his presentation and all of our questions, but I expect it to be a very 
interesting talk. For a more in-depth look at this topic, I’d highly recommend the eight-part “Meeting the 2030 Challenge” 
lecture series that the AIA San Francisco and PG&E Pacific Energy Center are co-sponsoring. Visit 
http://www.aiasf.org/Programs/Professional_Programs/Sustainability_Salon_Series.htm for more information about the 
series and to register.  

 
Your Chapter Board and I will be in San Rafael on Thursday. And remember that if you bring a new member with a check 
for Chapter and Society dues along with his/her membership application, you’ll both get a 50% discount on your dinners.  
 
Best regards and see you Thursday, 
 
Robert Marcial 

 
 
 
Student Activities  
Gary Harbison, Acting Student Activities Chair  
 
Scholarship applications are due on March 21; and are available on our website: http://www.ggashrae.org/awards/index.htm 
 
Kyle Konis with UC Berkeley was awarded a Travel Grant to attend the yearly society meeting. He attended the January, 
2008 convention in New York and will share his experiences with us at the March meeting.  
 
Gina Kalil has agreed to be the co-chair of Student Activities for the chapter. We are both looking forward to receiving the 
student scholarship applications and participating in the Bay Area Science Fair judging in April. 
 
On January 17, 2008 Professor Stephen Pronchick with The California Maritime Academy hosted a group from Redwood 
Empire and Golden Gate Chapters. In attendance from Golden Gate were Jeff Blaevoet, Tom Weaver and Gary Harbison. 
We received a first-rate tour of the schools simulators and a below deck inspection of the mechanical and electrical systems 
on the Golden Bear. All followed by a great lunch in school cafeteria. Thanks to Stephen and students for their valued and 
continual commitment to ASHRAE. 
 
Notice from Society:  
 
YEA Leadership Weekend (YLW*) will be held May 2 – 4, 2008, in Atlanta, GA, at the Embassy Suites Hotel.  Please 
visit the YEA site at: www.ashrae.org/yea for more information including more information, the registration from, and 
testimonials from last year attendees.  The detailed schedule will be posted on the web by March 10. 
 
REGISTRATION CLOSES APRIL 4, 2008.  Please email apruett@ashrae.org if you have any questions. 
 
*YLW is sponsored by the Young Engineers in ASHRAE Committee, whose primary objective is to enhance our member 
benefits for young professional ASHRAE members (age 35 and younger) by identifying activities and services focused on 
their needs. 
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Chapter Technology Transfer Committee (CTTC) 
Tyler Bradshaw, ASHRAE Golden Gate CTT Committee Chair 

 
 
LAST CALL!!! 

 
2008 Golden Gate Technology Awards were due by the end of February!!! 
If you would like to submit a project for this year’s awards, contact Tyler Bradshaw at tbradshaw@rumseyengineers.com or 
510.663.2070 x232 ASAP. 

There are three stages of competition and awards: Chapter, Region and Society.  The first step in this process is to submit 
your project to the chapter level competition.     
  
First place winners from the Chapter competition move onto the Region X Award Competition.  Then the Regional first 
place winners are eligible to move onto the Society competition. 
  
Every year ASHRAE conducts the Technology Awards program to:   

• Recognize ASHRAE members who design and/or conceive innovative technological concepts that are proven 
through actual operating data;  

• Communicate innovative systems designs to other ASHRAE members;  
• Highlight technological achievements of ASHRAE to others, including associated professionals and societies 

worldwide, as well as building and facility owners. 
 

Each year Society presents awards in some of the thirteen categories: Commercial Buildings (New and Existing); 
Institutional Buildings (New and Existing); Health Care Facilities (New and Existing); Industrial Facilities or Processes 
(New and Existing); Public Assembly Facilities (New and Existing); Residential Buildings (New and Existing) both single 
family and multifamily (Low & High Rise); Alternative or Renewable Energy Use.   
  
For each category a first, second, and honorable mention winner may be named. Also, one of the category first place 
winners may be selected to receive the ASHRAE Award of Engineering Excellence. The recipient will have demonstrated 
the best overall compliance with the judging criteria.  
   
The submitted project should be completed and occupied for one year by the due date for the Society award application - 
September 2008.  Therefore, your project should have been occupied by September 2007.  By that time there should 
be good measurement and verification data available.  This is not a requirement for the Chapter award but it is a strong 
suggestion. This is a requirement for the Society award competition. 
 Please see our CTTC website or the following links for more info.   
 
http://www.ashrae.org/publications/detail/14703  
http://www.ashrae.org/publications/detail/14704  
http://www.ashrae.org/publications/detail/14692  
http://xp20.ashrae.org/STANDCOM/ShortForm.pdf  
 
INTEGRATED BUILDING DESIGN SATELITE BROADCAST/WEBCAST: 
Bringing the Pieces Together to Unleash the Power or Teamwork 
 

April 16, 2008 at 10:00-1:00 P.M. PST 
  
Current ASHRAE president Kent Peterson will introduce the broadcast program. Online registration for this free webinar 
will begin March 1, 2008 at www.ashrae.org/ibdbroadcast.  
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ASHRAE History Experiencing the Golden Gate Chapter 
Tom Gilbertson – Historian GG ASHRAE 
 
Our chapter’s history is probably best recalled through the members that have experienced the events that we have come to 
call “history” 
 
Being basically an engineering society, we apply our engineering actions and engineering judgements through our training 
and experience.  It is said that “good judgment” comes from “experience”.. and that experience comes from “bad 
judgment”. 
 
That is perhaps an over harsh description of what our members have to offer, and how they arrived at their “engineering 
judgments”.  But, within our membership it might be worthwhile to reflect upon just what has gone into the experiences 
that forged our engineering responses, be they financial, humanitarian, or engineering, into the fabric that we perhaps bring 
to working with the tools of ASHRAE as we seek to improve the quality of life for those around us.    
 
Consider the historical experiences of one of our members… 

 
• Watching Civil War Veterans march in the Decoration Day Parade 

o That’s U.S. Civil War veterans along with Spanish American War veterans, and WW-I veterans  
• Buying gasoline at the price of “8 gallons for $1.00” 
• Working as a union plumbing apprentice for $0.26 per hour 
• Being elated at receiving a $0.06 per hour raise, until mother raised the cost of “room and board” in the U.S. Army 
• Enlisting in the U.S. Army 
• Being trained to fly B-24’s 
• Flying B-24’s over Europe in WW-II 
• Playing piano in a series of dance bands, both in England and the US 
• Graduating from Purdue with a degree in mechanical engineering…compliments of the G.I. Bill 
• Starting a consulting engineering firm 
• Hunting grizzly bear in Alaska 
• Moving to California 
• Working with consulting engineering firms in San Francisco 
• Designing 100’s of HVAC Systems 
• Being a member of the Golden Gate Chapter 

 
Consider for a moment all the opportunities that this present member of our Golden Gate Chapter has for “historical 
reflection” as a member of ASHRAE, and how this might compare with the “historical” experiences that you might have 
had.  
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Membership Promotion 
Becky Courter – Membership Chair 
 
 
We would like to welcome all of our new members for the 2007-2008 year.   
 
John Andary Keith  Frank Joel Lurie Seth Sherman 
Joseph  Andronaco Janet Garcia Ryan  Lynch Glenn Snyder 
Yuma Argo Rhythm Ghiya Paul  Mathew Scott Sylvia 
Timothy Brown Robert Gibbs Yoko Matsuyama Jay Takacs 
Robert  Buckley Jessica Gieseke Gregory  Morss Sarah Taliaferro 
Eric Bura Matthew Golden Peter Mustacich Elliot Temkin 
Gary Caravantes Alan Hugenot Chris  Nguyen Chien Tsai 
Matthew Chase Brian Icban Christopher Peltier Timothy Twomey 
Guohui Chen Senthil Jaganathan Joseph  Pinon Brian  Vandenson 
Caitlin Del Zotto Andy Jain Lorenzo Reyes Marlene Vogelsang 
Richard Della-Valle Tyler  Jank Alex Rivera Gary Welch 
Dan Droubay Hratch Krikorian Jennifer Roecks Lianne Williams 
Charles Dudas David Kruse Joe Rousseu Liu Yang 
Sam Eng Linda Lam James Rowland Elton Yuen 
David Engebretson Steve Leao Alexander Salter  
Jason Evangelista Paul  Lewandowski Justin Schultz  
Annie Foster Helen  Liu Nader  Shahcheraghi  

 
We appreciate all of your support.  If you have any questions regarding membership or are interested any volunteering on a 
committee, feel free to contact me or any board member. 
 
Have questions about your membership or about becoming a new member? You can email or call me bcourter@norman-
wright.com or 415-715-72742. 
 
 
 
 

2007 – 2008 San Jose and Golden Gate Joint Roster 
Robert Marcial – Roster Committee Chair 
 
 
Have you changed any of your contact information recently? Did you let Society know about the change?  
 
If not, please do so as soon as possible so your contact information is accurate in the upcoming roster. We will go to press 
in about a month and if your contact information is wrong with Society, it will be wrong in the roster. Once published, e 
will not be accommodating requests for changes, so please update your contact information. Because this is your private 
information, we cannot change your records.  Our chapter downloads your contact information from Society once per 
month...usually around the middle of the month.  If your information is right at the Society level, we will also have current 
information for you.  You can update your information on-line in the members-only section of the ASHRAE website at 
http://xp20.ashrae.org/welcome_asp.htm or by calling ASHRAE at 1-800-5-ASHRAE (800-527-4723).
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Job Postings  
 

 

MEP firm wanted for U.C. Berkeley Project 
U.C. Berkeley Relocation of Campus Data Communication Center  
Project 12237A 

U.C. Berkeley seeks a Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing (MEP) engineering firm with telecommunication and civil 
engineering design services (both either in-house or as a subconsultant) to provide design coordination and development of 
CDs for the above project. 

For full details and submittal requirements see http://www.cp.berkeley.edu/RFQ.html.  

DEADLINE: 4.30pm, Wednesday, 05 March 2008. 

Facilities Services 
1936 University Ave, 2nd Floor 
Berkeley, CA 94704-7027 
Attn: Dennis Town 

 
 

Seeking HVAC Designers 
Taylor Engineering is looking for highly self motivated HVAC design engineers with strong confidence in their ability to 
join our team of well educated and experienced professionals. 

Taylor Engineering values commitment to continuous improvement, in-house education, professionalism, pride in our 
designs, practical and efficient use of technology, and industry leadership. Prospective candidates must have a degree in 
mechanical engineering or a related degree, a thorough understanding of thermodynamics and fluid flow fundamentals, and 
excellent presentation and writing skills. Candidates must be PC literate and have a working knowledge of Windows, 
Word, Excel, and AutoCAD. Design/build or field experience is also desirable. Excellent work environment in Alameda. 
High salaries for top performers. 

 

Forward resume to: 

Glenn Friedman 
Taylor Engineering 
1080 Marina Village Parkway 
Suite 501, Alameda, CA 94501 
Fax: 510-749-9136 
E-mail: gfriedman@taylor-engineering.com  
www.taylor-engineering.com  

 
 

HVAC Designer Summer Internship Opportunity  
Taylor Engineering, a nationally recognized leader in state of the art energy efficient commercial building design and 
commissioning, is looking for a summer intern. The ideal candidate is self-motivated and able to work with a team of well-
educated and experienced professionals. Prospective students must be working towards a degree in mechanical engineering 
or a related degree and have a thorough understanding of fundamental thermodynamics, fluid dynamics and heat transfer. 
Applicants must have excellent presentation and writing skills, and be facile working with Windows, Word, and Excel. 
Experience with CAD, field instrumentation, building simulations, computer programming or hands-on construction 
experience are also desirable. Learn about Taylor Engineering at http://www.taylor-engineering.com.  

Contact: Resumes to Glenn Friedman gfriedman@taylor-engineering.com  

Internship Wages: Range from $16.00 to $22.00 per hour 

Dates: Negotiable
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Announcements  
MEETING THE 2030 CHALLENGE:  
Tools to Fight Climate Change 
www.architecture2030.org  
Cost: AIA Members Free; $15 Nonmembers.  
Register at www.aiasf.org/registration.  

 

Changing the way buildings and developments are planned, designed and constructed is a critical component in the fight 
against global warming. To learn how your firm can become a part of the solution, attend the AIA/SF’s new monthly 
Sustainability Salon Series. Each month explores a different aspect of the 2030 Challenge and promises to offer the 
necessary tools to make carbon neutral buildings a reality.  

The 2030 Challenge - San Francisco Firms and Their Approach  
February 28, 6:00 – 8:00 pm 
Location: AIA San Francisco, 130 Sutter Street, Suite 600  

The Short Road to Net Zero Energy  
March 27, 6:00 – 8:00 pm 
Location: Pacific Energy Center, 851 Howard Street  

Approaching the 2030 Challenge Through Integrated Design and Delivery  
April 24, 6:00 – 8:00 pm 
Location: AIA San Francisco, 130 Sutter Street, Suite 600  

The 2030 Targets - CBECS and Energy Models  
May 22, 6:00 – 8:00 pm 
Location: AIA San Francisco, 130 Sutter Street, Suite 600  

The New Green Office - Zero Energy and Zero Carbon (Z2)  
June 26, 6:00 – 8:00 pm 
Location: Pacific Energy Center, 851 Howard Street  

Case Studies of Zero Net Energy Homes  
July 24, 6:00 – 8:00 pm 
Location: AIA San Francisco, 130 Sutter Street, Suite 600  

Passive and Low Energy Building Systems  
September 25, 6:00 – 8:00 pm 
Location: AIA San Francisco, 130 Sutter Street, Suite 600  

Evaluating the Embodied Energy of Building Materials  
October 23, 6:00 – 8:00 pm 
Location: AIA San Francisco, 130 Sutter Street, Suite 600  

  
 
Alameda Engineer Selected as ASHRAE New Face of Engineering 
 
ATLANTA - Molly E. McGuire has been selected by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers (ASHRAE) as its top nominee for the New Faces of Engineering recognition program. 
 
The program, part of National Engineers Week and co-sponsored by ASHRAE, promotes the accomplishments of young 
engineers by highlighting their engineering contributions and the resulting impact on public welfare.  The program targets 
those age 30 and younger. 
 
ASHRAE submitted its top five nominees to the National Engineers Week Committee. The top nominee from each 
engineering society represented on the committee will appear in a full-page ad in USA Today during National Engineers 
Week, Feb. 17-23, 2008. McGuire was chosen as ASHRAE's top nominee. 
 
McGuire is a mechanical designer, Taylor Engineering in Alameda, CA. She holds a bachelor of science, mechanical 
engineering, Stanford University and a Master of Science, Building Technology from MIT. 
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McGuire's projects include variable-air-volume retrofits of two chemistry labs at Stanford University, which markedly 
reduced building energy consumption by more than 50 percent. She is currently designing lab retrofits for an additional 
250,000 square feet. She also designed an underfloor air distribution HVAC system serving a library slated for Leadership 
in Energy and Environmental Design certification. Using energy modeling and shading studies, McGuire worked with the 
architect to determine the optimal building shading strategy.  Energy models predict an energy savings of more than 15 
percent over California's Title 24 energy standard. 
 
McGuire also developed a spreadsheet for sizing piping optimized to balance life-cycle energy and first costs. This tool 
automatically determines pipe sizes on a life cycle cost basis, balancing first costs and future energy costs.  At the same 
time the program accurately calculates pump head.  
 
She serves on the committee writing Standard 189.1P, Standard for the Design of High Performance Green Buildings 
except Low-Riser Residential, which will be the nation's first standard for sustainable buildings. Through this committee, 
she has advanced aggressive energy and indoor environmental quality targets. 
 
 ASHRAE, founded in 1894, is an international organization of some 50,000 persons. ASHRAE fulfills its mission of 
advancing heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration to serve humanity and promote a sustainable world 
through research, standards writing, publishing and continuing education. 
 
 
 
 

March Newsletter Sponsor: Johnson Controls 
 

HVAC Sales Department
Ken Mozek
Branch Account Manager
Phone (925) 417-7202
Fax (925) 426-1188
Email:  kenneth.j.mozek@jci.com

HVAC Service Department
Wesley Wojdon
Metro Manager Bay Area Services
Phone (925) 417-7213
Fax (925) 426-1188
Email:  wesley.j.wojdon@jci.com

24 Hour Emergency Help Line & Parts Order
1(866) 819-0234 - After Hours

(925) 426-1166 - Parts

Johnson Controls proudly supports ASHRAE research!

www.johnsoncontrols.com
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ASHRAE Research Report  
Jeff Violet, Resource Promotion Chair, GG ASHRAE  
 
Thank you to those who have taken the time to make their ASHRAE Research contributions.  Taking time to donate may be 
the most difficult part because a moderate contribution from each and all of our members would give us our goal.  Our goal 
is to provide ASHRAE research with a sustained base of funding so that research can continue at current levels.  Named 
below are contributors to date who have given on the honor level or above this year.   
 

Corporate Golden Circle ($10,000+)  

Bay Area SMACNA 

Corporate Honor Roll ($250+)  

ASHRAE Redwood Empire 

Individual Honor Roll ($100+)  

 

Edgar DeGuzman  Edward Arens  Richard Charles   Glenn Friedman  
James MacDonald Jeff Blaevoet  Scott Wayland   Robert Marcial 
Gary Harbison  Kristin DeMartini  Jeff Violet   Shlomo Rosenfeld 
Dick Friedman  Kyle Blocker  Jonathan Malkovich 
 

 
Donations are tax deductible, by check, credit card or online at www.ashrae.org.  
 
Jeff Violet, jviolet@myeesi.com, 415-724-1214  
 
 

Golden Gate Chapter Meeting Minutes — February 7, 2008 
Robert Marcial, GG ASHRAE President 
 
 
Meeting Date: Thursday, February 7, 2008 
Location: Lunch Meeting, Pacific Energy Center, San Francisco, CA 
Program: Timothy Moore, Hydronic Radiant Cooling 
  
11:30 am Registration and social hour 
 
11:45 am Lunch with announcements and introductions 
 -  Welcome statement (Robert) 

- Self Introductions 
- Announcements 

o CTTC and Seminar update (Tyler Bradshaw) 
o Roster to be published soon (pay your dues and update your profile) 
o PEC HVAC classes (show PDF, classes start in a couple weeks) 

 
12:15 pm Speaker presentation 

- Jeff introduced Timothy Moore and Timothy gave presentation 
 
1:15 pm Marble Draw (Annie Foster) 
 
1:30 pm Robert announced that the next meeting would be Thursday, March 6 in San Rafael (Pat Bailey of Green 

Building Studio: How to Calculate Your Building’s Carbon Footprint) and meeting adjourned 
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Golden Gate ASHRAE Product Showcase: Thursday, April 3 
 
 
Come and be a part of the annual Product Show to be held on Thursday, April 3rd at the PG&E Pacific Energy Center in 
San Francisco. This year’s Product Show is sponsored by the Golden Gate Chapter of ASHRAE; no other professional 
organizations are involved in the organization or planning. More than one hundred attendees are expected, including 
mechanical contractors, consulting engineers, architects, building owners, and sales representatives. 
 
If your firm has exhibited at past Product Shows, you may be familiar with this annual ASHRAE event.  If the 2008 
product show will be your first year as an exhibitor, you should be prepared to generate interest in your product or firm, 
answer questions from other ASHRAE members, and enjoy the exposure you will receive. All exhibitors are encouraged to 
attend our monthly dinner meeting following the product show. Please visit www.ggashrae.org for dinner reservation 
information. 
 

Table Pricing (2’ x 6’) 
ASHRAE Members: 

• 1st Table:  $150.00    
• Each Additional Table:  $75.00   

 
Non-Members: 

• 1st Table:  $200.00     
• Each Additional Table: $100 

 
 
If you have any questions or would like to sign up and reserve your spot please contact: 

Arlene Mendoza, Johnson Controls, Inc. 

2008 Product Show Committee Member 

 (925) 417-7212, Arlene.mendoza@jci.com 
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2007 - 2008 Event Calendar 
  
Date Venue Presentation Topic Speaker(s) 

Thursday March 6, 2008 
Dinner  

Embassy Suites, San Rafael How to Calculate A Building’s 
Carbon Footprint 

Pat Bailey, Green 
Building Studio 

Thursday April 3, 2008 
Dinner  

Pacific Energy Center, S.F. Product Show, Awards and 
Student Night 

Various 

May 1, 2008 Pacific Energy Center, S.F. Personal, Professional, and 
Political Climate Change Solutions 
www.ggashrae.org/climatechange  

Various 

May 1 2008  
Virtual Building Tour  
Dinner  

Scott’s Seafood, Oakland Virtual Building Tours – Projects 
from Arup, F&K, Syska 
Hennessey, IBE, and others 

Various 

Thursday, June 5, 2008 
Dinner  

 Greater Efficiency Today, Blue 
Skies Tomorrow: Innovation for 
a Sustainable Built Environment 

Kent Peterson, 
ASHRAE Society 
President 

 
TBD = To Be Determined  
 
 
 
Visit www.ggashrae.org/calendr.htm for updates, presentation summaries, speaker biographies and to register for the 
meetings. If you have suggestions for meeting topics, please contact Jeff Blaevoet at jblaevoet@gb-eng.com.  
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Photos from the February 2008 GG ASHRAE Meeting 
Wasil Popow – GG ASHRAE Publicity Chair 

 

Left:  Paul 
McGrath, 

Jeremy Keiling 
 

Right: Chris 
Nguyen, Paul 

Markette 
Controlco 

 

 

 

Left: Robert 
Marcial, Annie 
Foster, Hugh 
TuckS. Zeller 

 
Right: Thomas 
Weaver, Chris 

Saunders 
 

 

 

Left: Jay Patel, 
Rich, Eberle 

 
Right: Becky 
Courter, Dan 

Droubay  
 

 

 

 


